800.975.4813
Less Than Truckload (LTL)

ONLINE

ON TIME

Smaller freight loads are best transported via LTL (less than truckload).
The carriers that provide these services are networked nationwide. LINQ
has found that our discounts are much greater than if you were to work
with the carrier directly. LINQ provides seamless LTL shipping solutions
throughout North America. You can count on us for all of your regional,
super regional, and national LTL shipping needs.
We offer a multitude of cost-effective one and two day lanes, fast and
efficient long-haul service, and guaranteed and urgent services for LTL
shipments needing expedited transit times. We also offer specialty solutions to meet your specific shipping requirements.

LTL Guaranteed Delivery
With our full service online shipping tool, Access Manager, you can get quotes,
compare pricing, and book your load online. Quoting is always free. No hidden
charges, and there will be no surprises when you receive your bill. Feel free to
contact us for a log on and password to get you going today.

LTL Guaranteed Delivery
Full Service Less Than Truckload (LTL)
Online Quoting System
Online Bill of Lading Generation
Set Up Pick Up And Delivery Appointments According to
Service Level
Shipment Scheduling with Carriers
Online Tracing Capabilities

Guaranteed delivery based on standard transit times
Guaranteed AM or PM
FCFS on delivery
Delivery appointment can be made once the goods reach the delivery
terminal or agent
BOL needs to read “GUARANTEED DELIVERY”
Pickup driver needs to be notified

LTL Guaranteed Delivery - Time Specific
LTL Regular Service
Standard transit times given by carriers, no guarantee
FCFS on delivery
Delivery appointment
can be made once the
goods reach the delivery
terminal or agent

Delivery appointment pre-set before shipping
Guaranteed delivery to a specific time window
BOL needs to read “GUARANTEED DELIVERY -TIME SPECIFIC”
Pickup driver needs to be notified

LTL Expedited
Pickup and delivery appointments pre-set
Delivery at least one day sooner than standard transit times
BOL needs to read “EXPEDITED DELIVERY”
Pickup driver needs to be notified

